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Prelude and Fugue in C    BWV 545 

is most likely an early work from his time in Mühlhausen. Well-

crafted and assured, the piece is an apt demonstration of the youthful 

Bach’s confidence. 
 

Wir Christenleut     710 

is a miniature trio in which the chorale melody appears in the pedals, 

the joy of Christmas displayed by ornamentation in the upper two 

voices. 

Fughetta: Christum wir sollen loben schon  696 

makes use of a heavily ornamented version of the first line of the 

chorale as its subject. 
 

Helft mir Gottes Güte preisen   613 

reflects at the passing of the old year but looks with confidence 

towards the new. 

Das alte Jahr vergangen ist    614 

demonstrates Bach’s incorporation of numerology; the piece contains 

twelve bars and three hundred and sixty-five notes; lamenting the 

months and days of the “year which has now past”. 

In dir ist Freude     615 

is a virtuosic herald to the New Year. 
 

Mit Fried und Freud ich fahr dahin   616 

Herr Gott, nun schleuß den Himmel auf  617 

Both of these works are paraphrases of the Nunc Dimittis. The 

sprightly rhythmic motif of the first piece captures the joy of 

witnessing the Saviour. In BWV 617 the texture accompanying the 

chorale is restless, while the pedal line persistently knocks at 

Heaven’s gates. 

Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern  763 



treats this Epiphany hymn as a delicate canon between two voices 

with pedal accompaniment. 
 

Christ, unser Herr zum Jordan kam  684 

Christ, unser Herr zum Jordan kam  685 

Both pieces are from Clavier-Übung III, published during Bach’s Leipzig 

period. BWV 684 displays the joy of new life through baptism 

through a rippling semiquaver accompaniment, while BWV 685 treats 

the first phrase of the hymn as a fughetta. 
 

‘Jig’ Fugue in G     577  

dates from 1720 and most likely takes its inspiration from a work by 

Bach’s idol, Dietrich Buxtehude, of the same name. 
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Sunday Organ Recitals rely on the generous support of our 

audiences. The musical heritage of St Paul’s has come under severe 

pressure as a result of COVID-19. We recommend a donation of 

£5, and thank you in advance for your contribution. Please include 

‘Sunday Organ Recitals’ in the comment box in the link below: 

 https://www.stpauls.co.uk/support/st-pauls/donate-to-us  
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